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Abstract—This qualitative-descriptive research aims to explain character building in the Civics Education Course using Lesson Study Strategy as our research method. There were three stages of Lesson Study: Rencana (Plan), Implementasi (Do), Refleksi (See). The subjective of the research are fifth-semester students of the elementary-teacher education program. The results state that students' independent character has an improvement in Civics Education Course through lesson study. We can see it on the I-II cycles. The initially lazy attitude of students during lectures was indicated by only a few students actively asking questions and giving responses during discussions. In other words, most of the students just listened. After the lecturer implements good classroom management with the flipped class model, students who are less active in answering questions have the opportunity to answer during discussion presentations. Students also feel enthusiastic because they have studied the previous material so that they can be more focused during the lecture. The implementation of the Lesson Study strategy is proven to be able to build better independent student character. They can focus more on attending lectures, be more confident in expressing their opinions during discussions to respond to friends’ views, and respect friends who are talking and studying the material or material given by the lecturer with full responsibility. Students can prepare for lectures well, and lecturers can improve the quality of citizenship learning optimally. Hopefully, many lecturers will implement into other courses in improving the quality of education.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Character Building is all actions that educate and influence the formation of human behaviour and habits. It has become an everyday awareness that the world of education is a way human beings have used throughout their lives to become a means of transmitting and transforming both values and knowledge [1]. A character has a significant role in determining one’s future life. A Greek philosopher, Heraclitus [2] said that “Character is destiny”. The characters will shape one’s destiny. He also describes that [3], “Be careful of your thoughts; your thoughts become your words. Be careful with your words; your words become your deeds. Be careful what you do; what you do becomes your habit. Be careful with your habits; your habits become your characters. Be careful with your character; your character becomes your destiny. The role of the educational environment has a significant influence on character building [4-6]. The number of violent phenomena in the educational environment shows that Character-Building Course needs to be supported by an excellent academic environment [6].

We realize that one or two activities alone cannot immediately create an individual character. Of course, this requires a continuous and integrated character building in lectures [7,8]. There are five central character values derived from Pancasila, which are the development of the movement to strengthen character education (PPK); religious, nationalist, integrity, independence, and cooperation. Students of the Elementary-Teacher Education Program are prospective educators for the next generation. They need sufficient provision to build competence as a competent teacher with character [9]. Independent character values are attitudes and behaviours independent of others and use all energy, thoughts, and time to realize hopes, dreams, and ideals. Independent students are those who have a good work ethic, are tough, have a fighting spirit, are professional, creative, have courage, and are lifelong learners [10-12]. Civics learning is a course that strengthens the internalization of moral values and norms of students as agents of change in their community. As contained in Paragraph (1) Article 37 No. 20 of the 2003 Indonesia Law (Pasal 37 Ayat (1) undang-undang No 20 Tahun 2003) about National Education System (Sistem Pendidikan Nasional); “Civics learning aims to shape students into human beings with noble characters who have a sense and honour of nationality” [2,13,14]. Civics learning Course should have a positive influence on student character [15]. It has not been quite successful in carrying out this role. The process that occurs in Civics learning Course is only oriented towards cognitive achievement because it tends to ignore fine or attitude attainments. Overcome this, and it is necessary to make modifications in Civics learning Course, one of which uses the lesson study strategy. Lesson Study can help analyse the students’ character of elementary-teacher education program. Lesson study uses the integration of the concept of Character-
Building Course in its learning activities to play a more role in the development of student character.

Lesson Study is a means of increasing the competence of educators. Besides that, it is a means of active, practical learning center, and also the collaboration of teacher activities in learning [16-18]. In meeting the various needs of diverse students, not all teachers can have the skills to meet high expectations in teaching according to this diversity. So the teacher needs a lesson study strategy as one of the learning approaches to create teacher activities that can have a personality that educates and trains students' character in learning [19,20]. This qualitative-descriptive research aims to explain character building in the Civics learning Course using Lesson Study Strategy as our research method.

II. RESEARCH METHODS

We researched students of the Elementary Teacher Education Program, Faculty of Education. Students come from various regions in Indonesia so that Universitas PGRI Kanjuruhan Malang is known as a multicultural campus. This study uses a lesson study strategy [21], consisting of 2 cycles of Civics learning course. Each process consists of the stages of Plan, Do, and See. In the Plan, model lecturers and observer lecturers discuss preparing Semester Lesson Plan (Chapter Design, Lesson Plan and Design, Teaching Media, Student Worksheets, Evaluations, and Learning Observation Sheets). At the Do, the lecturers' team of Civics learning Course carries out teaching activities based on the job descriptions at the Plan's stage. We divided the lecturer team into two; observer and model lecturers, while opening the lesson activities. At the See, we reflect on the observer and model lecturer. We discuss the results of observations to determine the weaknesses and mistakes that occur during learning activities, including the students who have problems during the learning process. After that, we look for and find the solutions, so that the next cycle will be even better.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The implementation of character building in the Civics education course through Lesson-Study activity was well planned. Lesson Study activities begin with Perencanaan (Plan), Pelaksanaan (Do), and Refleksi (See) [18]. The Civics education course aims to educate citizens to be excellent and wise. We can say that it is how to inform students as intellectual candidates for the nation to become good citizens who can understand the country's philosophical values, and have a stable personality, have a strong viewpoint. Broad and capable of being democratic and civilized [22]. Cycle I activities begin with Preparation (Plan); Lecturers’ Team Construct Semester Lesson Plan (Chapter Design, Lesson Plan and Design, Teaching Media, Student Worksheets, Evaluations, and Learning Observation Sheets) using a software, Prezi. The following is the chapter design figure 1 and 2.
Even though some students were still wondering about the answers to the apperception questions, the group discussion process worked well. Upon completion, the lecture asks each group to present while the other groups responded to one another. In this activity, students create and learn good characters in themselves, marked by conveying their responses correctly. Yet, it is the same student who dominates in asking questions and responding to presentations. Most of the students just listened.

At the see stage, the implementing team from the lesson study discussed activities carried out at the do stage. The result from the observations made by the observer is that the strategy implementation process still has shortcomings. Students are lazy in discussion activities because they have difficulty understanding their friends' opinions so that learning is less effective and seems monotonous. The following is the lesson study team discussed the activities that had been carried out at the do stage in figure 4.

At the Plan, model lecturers discuss chapter design, lesson plans and design, Students Worksheets, and observation sheets. In the Do section, the lecturer team started with an apperception in the form of the question "What do you know about national unity and integrity?". It aims to provoke an enthusiastic response from students. That is related to the character behaviour of students that he can do either directly or indirectly. The lecturer asks students to form groups by giving the group name 1 to 6. Each group discusses material related to Civics Education for Elementary School. Each group has finished studying the previous material. Provide material to be learned during the implementation of learning and assign students to share previous learning results. With the flipped class model, the discussion process is more focused [18]. After that, the lecturer asked each group to present their discussion results, which aims to create a character of responsibility for students. After the group presented their work results, the lecturer asked questions to students who were less active with the assumption that each student had studied the material and discussed it in groups. The following Figure 6 of the lecture provides material to be studied when the learning is carried out, students are assigned to share the results of previous learning;

Based on discussion of the results of observations made by the observer. Improvements for the second cycle the lecturer team tried to use the Flipped Class and provided initial supplies to students before starting the class. That is also to build the character of students who are responsible for attending lectures. The material in cycle II is related to Civics Education for Elementary School. The following Figure 5 about lesson design plan in cycle 2 of civics learning courses;
Lecturers motivate good attitudes during discussions and examples of good attitudes to make students active by asking them questions. However, there were still lazy members, so the lecturer team prepared good class management by appointing them to answer questions so that every student got the opportunity in class. The following is a Figure of 7 observers discussing the results of reflection on civics learning courses.

Fig. 7. Stage see cycle II civics education course.

The learning process using the flipped class helps students in the learning process [20]. That is because students are ready with the material to be studied. Each student gets the opportunity to answer questions, each student focuses, and each student is very enthusiastic about learning. So, we conclude that in cycle II learning, every student gets the opportunity to answer questions so that each student focuses and is excited about participating in the learning activities.

IV. CONCLUSION

The implementation of Character-Building Course in Civics learning Course is on the Finding. Through Persiapan (Plan), Pelaksanaan (Do), and Refleksi (See), student responsibility is still lacking; student participation in lectures is low, even laziness, chatting with friends, and lack of self-confidence by not expressing opinions in the discussion. It happens because of difficulty understanding their group friends' opinions and poverty of character among students. One class comes from different personalities and cultures. In cycle II learning, students' feelings of responsibility have begun to emerge with student readiness feelings answering, enthusiastically reading, or studying material given by the model lecturer before lectures. Even so, there are still students who do not focus on learning, especially in the discussion. So, lecturers must provide motivation and enthusiasm to them. Students also respect peers and respect other people's opinions during meetings. Lecturers also give questions that they understand to prepare students to become excellent and capable of character, noble character, smart, participatory, and responsible. Supporting factors that build success in the implementation of Character-Building Course are the students' enthusiasm and the lecturer team's role (model lecturers and observers) during lectures by utilizing flipped classes that help students in the learning process.
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